MyStride
Basketball
MENTORSHIPS &
TRAINING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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Introduction
HELPING YOU REACH YOUR PERSONAL POTENTIAL

MyStride Basketball

Using an elaborated 3-step
process, we help our players
understand the power of
The MyStride Approach is
continuous and
designed to teach young
conscientious small actions,
athletes how to attain the
the ability to self-reflect,
fulfilment of their true,
and learn how to turn their
unique basketball potential,
and support them in this task. vision into actionable steps.

In sport more than anywhere
else, time is counted and players
do not have the luxury to waste it
or stall. In a world with increased
distractions and competition,
players must aim right from the
start to give themselves a chance
to reach their objectives.

The MyStride Approach assists young athletes to shape their destiny on and off the court
with heightened focus and consciousness in their endeavours.
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3-Step Process
"GOALS MAKE SENSE ONLY IF YOU HAVE A SYSTEM THAT
MOVES YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION"

Step I - Player's Assessment & Analysis
Through an elaborated assessment process and film analysis, we get
to know our players on a deeper level and create an in dept individual
profiling.

Step II - Training Management System
Based on step 1, we create the MyStride training management system
through our mobile application, and enrol the player by teaching him
the ins and outs of the system.

Step III - Continuous Implementation
During the length of our relationship, we provide continuous personal
support and mentoring as well as continuous teaching, implementing,
and evolving the system through weekly calls and other mediums to
ensure our players feel that our investment matches their own.
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What They Say
"MENTORING IS A BRAIN TO PICK, AN EAR TO LISTEN, AND
A PUSH IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION" - JOHN C. CROSBY

Professional player
(Swiss National team)

Guillaume,
16 years old

"As a professional player, I
work with MyStride to get fully
personalized feedback on my
games. I get full attention on
my myself and my game and
get great value from it. I can
highly recommend this service
to any professional or young
player who want to evolve
their game.".

"Getting the full attention on
myself by someone who
knows the game deeply was a
game changer for me.
Basketball means so much,
and having someone
knowledgeable fully
committed to guide me is
immensely valuable."

Thomas,
17 years old
"Before the MyStride program,
my trainings were
disorganized and lacked
structure and focus. Through
the program, my focus
increased and I was able to
create specific routines which
helped my game
tremendously."

Aurélien,
17 years old
"I was amazed to see how
much more can be done
when you focus on the right
things, and how far I was from
doing them before joining
MyStride, despite thinking I
was working hard..
My confidence and skills
improved greatly during the
lenght of the program"

Hector,
17 years old
"This program helped me
realize in which situations I
am at my best as a player,
and how to constantly work
with a clear purpose and
clear direction in mind. I have
specific focus both with my
team and in my personal
workouts, and I see a huge
difference."

Daniel,
16 years old
"I put so much energy into
basketball. Working with
MyStride helped channel this
energy and focus on small
details that made big
differences over time. I
recommend this program to
any players who are
passionate about developing
themselves into better
players."
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FAQ
. Why is the MyStride Approach so effective?
The responsibility to develop as a player lies on the
player's shoulders. We teach player how to take on this
responsibility and understand how to develop as basketball
players and teammates in a way which alines with their
long term benefits. Team coaches can be highly qualified,
but have way too much on their plate to direct each player
in the best direction possible and keep them accountable to
it. On top of it, coaches often have a pressure to win now,
which often conflicts with the best long term interest and
development of the player.
Additionally, we provide the necessary support and
teaching to match the necessary behaviour with the
ambitions. Any player wishing to make progress must
invest in himself on and off the court by working on
specific aspect of the game in a structured manner.

. I am in in-season and do not have much time.
We work together with game analysis, specific points of
concentration, time management, to understand how to
get the most of your team practices and busy schedule, and
to identify which small steps can have the biggest impact
on your game.

. I am in off-season and therefore have no games and no
need for help with my team related work.
We work together to establish clear, thoughtful objectives
and structures to your workouts and hold you accountable
to them. Off season is the time during which you are
supposed to work relentlessly on certain aspects of your
game to evolve as a player and we do it with you.

. How do I know if this program is for me?
We only work with highly motivated players. We will
quickly (on our first call) realise if you are a good fit, and
we will not pursue a collaboration if we estimate you
aren’t. As a rule of thumb: If you are giving a lot of energy
to the game and you dream, work hard at it and are already
making sacrifices to bring your game to the next level, we
will be able to help you canalise this energy and put you on
the path to reach you full basketball potential faster. If you
are just going to practice and don’t spend extra time
working on your game, if you’re not fully passionate by the
game, we will not be a good fit.

. How can you help me elevate my game remotely?
No matter what, no one can elevate your game but
yourself.
What we do is first help you define a clear direction to take
to be come the best basketball version of yourself. We then
help you increase your self-responsibility, your discipline,
and your consistency by teaching you an elaborated
training management system tailor-made to you. Finally,
we provide you guidance, support, review, and help to the
evolution of your system throughout the length of our
collaboration.
We put you on the road with the proper GPS system , and
you crank-up the engine and drive.

. What are the benefits of joining this program?
Support:
Pursuing this basketball quest is a long road full of
ambush. As a young player with not much experience, how
can you be expected to figure it out alone? We are here to
provide thorough technical, emotional and motivational
support.
Experience:
We have successfully walked in your shoes and made it
from dreaming about basketball to making it our job. We
can relate to most of your basketball experience, allowing
us to help you navigate the waters more successfully than
if you were alone.
Training Management System:
We teach you a training management system which is fully
tailor made to you. The System provides structure,
guidance, increases effectiveness and consistency, and
helps elevating self-consciousness in practices and games.
The Mobile App:
We have built an app for the system, and we will teach you
how to manage your system through the app which greatly
facilitate things.
Mentorship & Relationship:
Through our weekly calls, we develop a relationship based
on trust, keep you accountable to your work and your
commitments, and help you through the inevitable ups
and downs of this basketbal journey.

. What if this program does not suit me?
We do our best to only work with players who would
beneficial from the program. If, despite our screening, you
realise this program is not a good fit for you, we will
refund the full amount paid. After the completion of the
second week of collaboration, we estimate that we have
shown you enough material to be sure of our collaboration
and no more reimbursement will be possible.
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